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Abstract— In this paper, With the raise of rapid innovation in current biometric technology field, new uses are appearing to 

make the process of authentication more convenient and secure. These innovative and useful processes of human identification 

are increasing in frequency with every year. As these users  are increasing enormously, they are also creating some trends or 

ways and restructuring the way we identify humans. Passwords can’t be used that much extensively as they are easily guessed 

and prone to guess attacks or brute force attacks. Of all the trends we see in the field of biometric technology, most are focused 

on finding a better and more efficient way of authenticating a person based on “Who they are.” Of course, there are still the 

traditional ways of identifying a person including personal identification numbers (PINs), ID cards, and passwords but these 

methods identify a person based on “what they have” or “what they know.” Two Factor Security or Multi factor security 

measures are quite applicable to some of the domains / ideas.  None of them identifies a person with the most important factor, 

which is “Who they are.” As biometric traits are personal and unique, this is perhaps the most accurate way of identifying a 

person. 
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I.  INTRODUCTION  

 

The word Biometrics comes from the Greek words “bios” 

(life) and “metrikos” (measure). Frankly speaking, it refers to 

a science involving the statistical analysis and observation of 

biological characteristics. Thus, we should refer to biometric 

recognition of people, as those security applications that 

analyze human characteristics for identity verification or 

identification. We will use the short term “biometrics” to 

refer to “biometric recognition of people”. Biometric 

recognition offers a promising approach for security 

applications, with some advantages over the classical 

methods, depends on something you have (key, card, etc.), or 

something you know (password, PIN, etc.). These methods 

requires something either password or some token has to be 

remembered. Authentication methods by means of 

biometrics are a specific portion of security systems, with a 

good number of advantages over classical methods. A good 

Biometric system must possess the following properties:   

 

Universality: Each person should have some identification 

that is unique. Acceptability: acceptance should be taken 

from the user that this technique is not annoying and should 

be convinced in its usage, and educating towards its 

importance. The performance something like the time 

required to authenticate using the underlying technique or 

Biometric system should be reasonably good. Circumvention 

is the concept of fraudulent users in identifying their fooling  

 

activities should be defended. Collectability the idea should 

be accountable and quantifiable. Distinctiveness: is the idea 

of differentiating multiple users with their attributes. These 

traits can be divided into two categories: Physiological and 

Behavioral. Physiological things refer to fingerprint, iris, face 

and hand-scan recognition. Behavioral traits covers 

signature, gestures, key stroking recognition. For example if 

we take speech trait then the parameters that are needed to be 

considered are diction, speech. Biometrics can be operated in 

two modes: Identification and Verification  

 

 
Fig. 1 
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In this verification approach the systems goal is to determine 

whether the person is the right one or not based on his claim. 

This operation is called as detection or authentication. The 

performance of the system can be assessed or evaluated 

using FAR (False acceptance Rate) also known as False 

Alarm and False Rejection Rate (FRR) also known as Miss 

in Detection Theory. This operations and results can be 

plotted as a ROC Curve (Receiver Operating Characteristic) 

Curve or a DET Curve. (Detection error trade-off curve).  

 

 
Fig. 2 

 

The above figure shows a DET Curve which has two lines 

one line is EER Curve and other one is high security and the 

intersection point is called Balanced performance. The same 

is also explained using ROC (Receiver Operating 

Characteristic) Curve. Decreasing Threshold can be may 

increase the users comfort. Increasing Threshold may 

produce High Security.  

 
Fig. 3 

II. RELATED WORK 

 

The Fingerprint can be Ink + Paper + Scanner, optical, 

capacitive, Ultra Sound, Photo- Camera these are the several 

ways of fingerprint analysis. For Face Recognition video 

camera is used. For enabling speech recognition microphone 

is used. For Iris recognition Kiosks, physical access devices 

and webcams of PCs. Retina Scanner is used for scanning 

Retina. Signature recognition can be done by Ball Pen + 

Paper + Scanner , Graphics Tablet, PDA. Hand- geometry 

can be recognized by Hand Scanning device, conventional 

scanner, and conventional camera, palm print can be done by 

Document-Scanner, Keystore analysis can be done by 

keyboard.  

 

Table 1 

Biometric 

Trait 

Sensor Comments 

 

 

Finger Print 

Ink + Paper + 

Scanner  

Conventional or oldest 

Optical Easy to operate but with 

some distortions 

Capacitive More difficult to operate 

than optical  

Ultra Sound Maintenance Cost  

 

     Face  

Photo-Camera High resolutions and 

quality 

Video-Camera Smaller Resolutions 

     Speech Micro-Phone Low-cost, easy-to-operate 

 

     Iris 

Kiosk based 

Systems 

Camera searches for eye 

position 

Physical access 

devices 

Device requires some 

user efforts 

Desktop 

Cameras 

Cheap but difficult to use 

    Retina Retina-Scanner Image acquisition is not a 

trivial matter 

 

  Signature 

Ball Pen + 

Scanner 

Off-line 

Graphics tablet Safer stylus is needed 

PDA Some potential 

Applications 

 

Hand- 

geometry 

Hand-Scanning 

Device 

Prices are high 

Conventional 

Scanner 

Hand profile is needed 

Conventional 

Camera 

Faster 

Palm-print Document 

Scanner 

Conventional Document 

Scanner 

Key stroke Keyboard Standard keyboard 
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III. METHODOLOGY 

 

The Sensor is the basic unit for gathering any data. This 

sensor could be PDA, Scanner, Graphics Tablet, Optical 

Scanner etc., is used to get the input in digital format. Later 

this format can be used to extract the features of the Scanned 

or sensed data or image. Matching these with the under 

database that is stored as several models, if there is a match 

then the decision maker will come into play. Decision maker 

is going to take the decision.  

 

 
Fig. 4 

 

The following are some snaps of images taken by the sensor 

or sensing unit. 

 

 
Fig. 5 

 

Here the graphical tablet is used for grabbing or scanning 

signature written by Stylus. 

  

 
Fig. 6 

 
Fig.7. Iris Scanner 

 

 
Fig. 8 

 

 
Fig. 9 

 

 
Fig. 10 

 

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

 

Here are results of some studies, such as FVRT (Face 

Recognition Vendor Test), CESG (Communications 
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Electronics Security Group), FVC (Fingerprint Verification 

Competition)  and NIST (National Institute of standard 

technologies), and SVC (Signature Verification 

Competition). This table is an update of [26]. A nice property 

of CESG evaluation is that all the results have been obtained 

with the same set of 200 users. 
 

 
Fig. 11 

 

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE SCOPE  

 

There is a huge enhancement and comfort related to this as 

per as Security and Privacy are concerned. But Privacy is not 

that much assured with this Bio-Metric devices. Even though 

Biometrics are a solution to the weak passwords but privacy 

is not assured. Some kind of liveliness detections are needed 

so as to avoid privacy attacks should be provided. Anti-

Replay attacks should also be adapted so as to ensure privacy 

of this Biometrics.  
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